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Placement report  

 

Salmon and Trout research, Sixteen days, East Stoke, Dorset, UK   

 

I spent my second placement at the Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT), based in East 

Stoke in Dorset. The GWCT was set up in order to conserve species of animals which are hunted. 

They work with landowners and farmers in order to raise awareness of the importance of 

conservation. (GWCT, 2017) 

I found the placement via mycareerhub and it was advertised by Genoveva Esteban who taught the 

Diversity of Life unit in my 1st year.  

My placement was on the latest project that the GWCT is undertaking. This is part of a 5 year project 

in order to help conserve Salmon and Trout populations in the River Frome.  

The process involved electrofishing. This is where an electrical 

current is passed through the water from an anode (left) to a 

cathode from the front to the back of the boat. This stunned fish 

which are then are forced to swim towards the anode as the 

electrical current interferes with their nervous system, causing 

their muscles to spasm, thus swim. The electrical equipment was 

controlled by a generator on the boat.   

Once the salmon and trout are stunned, they are collected in nets 

and put in buckets. This process is done in sections of the river 

called reaches. Each reach is, on average, 100m in length.  The 

fish that are collected for each reach are then taken to the 

processing unit where the fish is anaesthetised, weighed 

measured and then tagged with a PIT tag. The tag is inserted 

into the body cavity of the fish so minimal damage is caused. 

The data is stored on a computer. The adipose fin is cut off 

every captured fish to tell people that it’s not a fish they can 

catch. This is because the adipose fin doesn’t grow back so is 

the universal marker for a tagged fish.  

Over the time I spent at the placement, we took samples from multiple locations throughout the 

Frome. We fished at over 20 different locations to get tagged fish in all parts of the river.  

I undertook many different roles during my time with GWCT. I started off on simpler roles, such as 

pulling the boat and carrying the buckets of fish from the boat to the processing area. I also moved 

onto netting the fish after they had been stunned. Long nets were used to reach the bottom of the 

river as you couldn’t put your hands in otherwise you would get an electric shock. I also undertook 

different roles on the processing table. One role was to input all the data into the laptop so there is 

an electrical database of all the fish’s length and weight assigned to each tag. The final role I had was 

to do the scale packets. For each fish, a few scales are removed. This allows the fish to be genetically 

screened to determine sex accurately.  

Figure 5: Anode and Net setup 

Figure 6: Salmon being measured 
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My role was to number each scale packet, note the number of 

each fish caught and record the species, date and reach code. 

Figure 8 shows the equipment used to tag the fish. 

One day media reporters from “That’s Salisbury” (Local TV) and 

BBC radio 4 came down to do interviews about the project. I’m 

in the video from That’s Salisbury doing scale packets, which can 

be found here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj3wxkrn9HQ  

 

I feel I improved many thing on this placement. One thing I improved was my general fish 

knowledge. I learnt a lot about the behaviour of fish along with how 

many fish there are in our rivers. I honestly didn’t realise the vast 

quantity of fish present in UK rivers. My understanding of the importance of the habitats to be 

preserved was also improved by this placement. This is because there was a clear correlation 

between the amount of river weed present and the number of salmon and trout that were present. 

This is due to the fact that the weed slows the water flow down, thus there is less energy 

expenditure in remaining in the same place in the river. Also the weed makes the water deeper as 

well as offering physical protection from predators.  

My knowledge of the salmon and trout migration routes were also improved. I now understand the 

migration in more detail, as well as the physical processes that the fish go through en route to the 

sea.  

I also gained a lot of practical skills, from identifying fish whilst in the river, to learning how the fish 

are stunned and tagged. I used a range of equipment and 

improved my data collection skills.  

I did have a few weaknesses during the placement. One was the 

technique of netting fish. This came from a lack of experience of 

doing it. Originally I wasn’t very good at it. However, by the end 

I have really improved as I had an understanding of the 

appearance of the fish that I needed to catch and which ones I 

didn’t need to waste time collecting. Another weakness was my 

knowledge of the fish when I first arrived. However, once again, 

this improved throughout the placement and I left feeling that I 

was confident in fish identification.  

This placement will help me a lot with my studies 

because I believe it linked with the content of the Environmental Science course. For example, I have 

already completed a practical in the Diversity of Life unit last year that was based around fish 

morphology and their adaptations to their environment. I think this placement has helped build on 

that previous knowledge and how it applies in the wild compared to being based in a lab.   
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